Countryside & Planning Officer’s report to A.L.P. committee
Thetford Town Council
1st October 2020
Please note that this report does not cover all my work – Planning issues are not covered,
and matters connected with improving wildlife habitats on the Cemetery and Allotments are
also omitted.

Ford Meadow / Nun’s Bridges / Lady Gentle Meadow
The water buffalo have now done their job and have left the site and I have removed the chains
from the gates to both the paddocks again. In order to imrove access to the main meadow from the
footbridge where the earth had been churned up by the water buffalo, volunteers created a new
cordwood path, as well as carrying out repairs to the fence. We will return to remove the tree
cages from around the avenue of Planes and use some of them to help reinforce the fencing where
the buffalo have been leaning over it.

Cordwood path (logs laid parallel at a right angle to direction of travel) being made across a very
boggy area by the site entrance.
Thetford Society declined to provide a copy of their risk assessment and public liability insurance so
did not proceed with works on the Plane tree avenue, any necessary work will now be done by our
own contractor according to the report from our tree consultant.

The lone caravan which initially appeared at the middle car park at Barnham Cross Common
subsequently appeared under the poplar trees at Nun’s Bridges, forcing us to once again
serve notice on it. It was removed before enforcement was necessary.

As you may have seen on facebook, the tree donated by Colin Armes was planted in the
corner of Lady Gentle Meadow – thanks to Roger and Nick for collecting and planting this:

Barnham Cross Common
A contract review meeting with IDVerde has been very helpful in bringing the vegetation
management of the car parks and the bunds outside the fences to their attention.
Three companies have taken up my offer to round the site to in order to bid for the habitat works
for this winter, with two quotes received so far:
Area 11 / 1
fell 0.8ha
fell
Area 11 / 1
0.8ha
scrape
SE quarter
2.2ha
harrow
Total

Company 1
7120

Company 2
7200*

Company 3
?

Company 4
n/a

Company 5
n/a

Best price
7200

7025

6000

?

n/a

n/a

6000

550

2880

?

n/a

n/a

550

13750

Please note that the price for felling is very similar, but Company 2’s price does not include
the reduction in price which may be obtained from sale of the timber, whereas Company 1’s
quote does. I therefore intend that, if no better quotes have been received before the
committee meets, I will ask Company 1 to do the harrowing and Company 2 to do the
felling and scraping.

Habitat works winter 2020-21: volunteers currently clearing scrub in the blue circle area; contractors
will be clearing trees in the two red circle areas and harrowing in the purple circle area.

Volunteers have been very busy tackling gorse, birch and scrub oaks in the north-east
quadrant of the site. This will continue to be our main focus for the winter, linking up with
tree removal works by contractors in this part of the site.

The branches are dealt with by burning in a controlled manner, with bonfires of cut material
confined on top of metal sheets, from which the ash can then be collected and buried in
non-sensitive areas.
A few hardy ragwort plants are still trying to flower, I am pulling them up whenever I see
them as I go round the site doing fence repairs etc.
A guided walk for U3A members took place on 5th October. I intend to publicise and run a
further series of guided walks before Xmas which will enable me to explain to local
residents about the importance of the various habitats around the site, and the benefits of
the ongoing tree and scrub removal.
Signs: I have been putting up signs at site entrances about the Countryside Code (updated
for CoVid) wherever we do not already have a town council site sign, as well as separate
signs telling people about what to do if they see an injured lamb, and informing them about
the habitat works which will be taking place.

Melford Common and Castle Park
Our volunteer task was hampered by rain but we did clear up fallen branches around both
sites and reinstalled fallen fence posts at the top of Melford Common: this should be
considered as a temporary repair as we did not have the capacity on the day to provide new
replacement posts, nor to concrete them in, but it looks much better than before. If we do
go ahead with extending this line of posts around the whole of Melford Common, replacing
these reinstalled posts could be replaced at that point.

Part-rotten posts left on Melford Common (left); cut and reused (right).

Ramsey Close
An incident of vandalism was reported by a neighbour who noticed that some of the canes
and plastic tubes protecting trees planted last winter had been pulled up. I was fortunately
able to get there the next day, put them back in place, and met the neighbour on site at the

time. It seems that the children had actually been using the canes in quite a creative way
(see photo below) so I left them some spare canes to enable them to continue their ‘art
installation’ without needing to remove them from the trees!

Planted trees with canes and guards replaced (above) and artworks (?) in progress below.

Dane Close and Pine Close
The planters outside the shops at Pine Close are even now
still looking good, the plants have survived well, although
the last of the small flowering shrubs by the play are
fence seem to have been mown down. If I can get any
spare ones again this year I will try this again with a little
raised bed rather than just posts marking their location.
I reported a flytip at Dane Close - with evidence of
address - to Breckland for enforcement action.

Frederick’s Wood
I have installed new Countryside Code signs at all the
entrances to the woods which do not already have our
town council signs. These are up-to-date for CoVid and
also include requests for keeping dogs under control and
not leaving anything behind you, which had been
requested by a resident.
After checking with our tree consultants, authorisation
was given for a resident to remove some branches from a
Frederick’s Wood tree which overhangs their property at
their own expense. We have also offered them the
possibility that we may be able to do this work ourselves if,
at the end of the financial year, budget remains to do so.
This is in line with our tree policy which states that work
will be carried out in the following order of priority:
The Town Council will prioritise any resources for tree work in the following order:
• Firstly the council will do any health and safety work identified by tree survey
• Secondly the town council will undertake any nuisance work identified by the
tree survey.
• Thirdly the Town Council will undertake any maintenance works as identified
by the tree survey where possible that will improve the health of Town Council
trees.
• Fourthly if resources allow the Town Council’s Land Property and Amenities
Committee will consider undertaking nuisance work in response to a
resident’s request.

A consultation about the woodland and the trees was delivered to every household in 2018.
At this point we offered residents the chance to request the removal of trees or branches
which could be carried out along with scheduled safety works at little extra cost, and did at
this point remove some overhanging were in conflict with fences, sheds etc. However the
resident who is now complaining did not apply to have anything done at this point.
Our tree consultant’s report makes it clear that there is no safety or tree health justification
for further pruning of the trees in question, and states that “there is not really an issue with
overhanging branches. There is no conflict with fencing or sheds/trampolines etc. There
should be no issues with light.”
The resident’s daughter has complained and threatened to take her case to the local
government ombudsman. In my opinion the works she has requested are not even justified
under level 4 of the council’s tree policy, as there is no identifiable nuisance. I therefore feel
that the complaint has no basis and should be vigorously defended, as to submit to this
would open us out to having to prune every tree that we have which borders a resident’s
garden.

Maine Street Woods
IDVerde have now mown and removed the arisings from the wildflower meadow.
Volunteers got the site ready for winter by re-edging and raking along the woodland paths,
collecting litter (only small amounts were found) as well as weeding the hedge planted by
Bush Adventures long the far boundary of the site.

Joe Blunt’s Lane / Skatepark
Our volunteers very rapidly picked up skills in the ancient craft of hedge-laying, where
overgrown stems are cut almost through but kept alive and then laid down to provide a
denser growth all along the base, making it a much better habitat for nesting birds etc.
despite the very challenging nature of the overgrown and tangled stems, which were in
many cases too old to be ideal for hedge-laying, seven volunteers turned out in the pouring
rain and they did extremely well at successfully ‘pleaching’ many of the stems of hawthorn
and other trees.

Hedgelaying – note stem laid down (left) which will regrow upwards from all along its length.

BFER
I have now contacted several dozen artists asking them if they are interested in working on
the ideas for sculptures agreed by the working group in September and a number of replies
have already been received. As a reminder, the artworks prioritised by the working group
were as follows:
1. A substantial chainsaw statue of Boudicca to be carved from an existing tree trunk, situated
in a public green space / riverside setting by Nun’s Bridges here
https://gridreferencefinder.com?gr=TL8735782499|Point_s_A|1&t=Point%20A&v=r Estima
ted budget £5,000.
2. A sculpture of a butterfly, ideally in iron to develop a patina of rust in time, to form the
centrepiece of a new memorial garden (backed by laurel hedging and surrounded by
wildflower meadows) situated at the London Road Cemetery here:

3.

4.

5.

6.

https://gridreferencefinder.com?gr=TL8632982493|Point_s_B|1&t=Point%20B&v=r Estima
ted budget £1,000.
A sculpture of a rabbit, from solid timber or metal, to go in a wild setting on Barnham Cross
Common here:
https://gridreferencefinder.com?gr=TL8698882035|Point_s_C|1&t=Point%20C&v=r Estimat
ed budget £2,000.
A metal sculpture of a crab and winkle (with the crab’s arms hunched up so that that cannot
be pulled apart) preferably with the domed parts of the crab and/or winkle shell able to
function as seating, to be situated in a wild / riverside setting on Barnham Cross Common
here:
https://gridreferencefinder.com?gr=TL8679681026|Point_s_D|1&t=Point%20D&v=r Estima
ted budget £2,000.
A small sculpture of a Kingfisher to be in a riverside / parkland setting situated near Blaydon
Bridge , close to the town centre, here:
https://gridreferencefinder.com?gr=TL8631183203|Point_s_E|1&t=Point%20E&v=r Estimat
ed budget £500.
An image of St Edmund, 9th Century King of East Anglia who was killed by the Vikings near
Thetford, to be carved from an existing tree stump at Nun’s bridges car park here:
https://gridreferencefinder.com?gr=TL8738082478|Point_s_A|1&t=Point%20A&v=r Estima
ted budget £500.

Expressions of interest are welcomed for any or all of the above, I am asking for initial responses by
15th November. We will then ask for a brief description of each artist’s proposals (including which
media would be used), a rough sketch or picture giving an impression of what the work would look
like, at least 3 photos of artworks of similar scope that you have previously produced, and an
estimated cost. This could potentially enable us to make a decision on who to offer commissions to
either just before Christmas or early in January, with delivery of the artworks to their sites to take
place during 2021.

Volunteer Group
We are no longer requiring people to book a place on tasks, but are keeping numbers to a
manageable level. We will continue to follow all government guidance and monitor the
situation as it changes. Despite keeping publicity about the group very low-key, over half-adozen new volunteers have joined us in the last two months, which is very welcome as
some of our formerly regular volunteers are still self-isolating. In the last few weeks
Thursdays have been much better attended than Wednesdays, so I may need to see if it is
worth switching this to another day in future.
Our main focus over the winter will be further clearance of invasive scrub from Barnham
Cross Common’s north-east quadrant in order to improve the habitat for rarer wildflowers
in line with the management plan agreed with Natural England, as well as tree planting at
appropriate sites around the town.

Tree planting 2020-21
Some of the trees planted last year near St Barnabas Close /
Bury Road (left) had been removed and chopped up by the
mowers, I have tidied this up.
I have now secured over 3,500 trees and hedging plants to
be planted this winter at Castle Park, Nun’s Bridges,
Frederick’s Wood, Barnham Cross Common playing fields,
Ramsey Close, Nunnery Drive (and the Cemetery) from Late
November onwards. There may also be some spare to plant
along Joe Blunt’s Lane by the skatepark to fill in any
remaining gaps in the hedge there.
Participation from schools and community groups is being
sought for planting this winter, with Kier construction,
Chilterns estate agents, and local girl guides all interested in
taking part: to avoid sharing tools etc a maximum of 12
people per time is likely to be the norm.

Some Possible Dates for you Diaries
The volunteer group activities are continuing every Wednesday and Thursday at present.
Dates for guided walks will be published in the next few weeks.

Mark Webster
Countryside and Planning Officer
07553 388 551

